
Simple fabric screen printing with Emily Gillmor

An evening to explore the basic method for screen printing onto fabric.

In this short workshop we shall be working in the simplest form of screen printing in 
two colours to produce a design on a cotton bag. 

There will be black and red fabric ink available. 

I shall have a supply of bags available at 80p each. Please feel free to bring other 
small, flat, ironed pieces of fabric if you’d like to experiment. We only have a
couple of hours so it’s best to limit yourself to just a few prints on this occasion (then 
go home and print to your heart’s content!).

We shall cut stencils in thin paper or newsprint to use to create the designs. Each 
colour will be A5 in size. 

Come willing to experiment and gain a feel for the medium. The more straight 
forward your idea the better. 

What to bring:

• An apron (and wear clothes that can take paint. We shall be working with 
fabric ink so it will be permanent on clothes)

• A cutting knife 
• A pencil for drawing out the design before cutting it
• Ironed pieces of fabric if you want to try printing on other surfaces 
• Masking tape
• An idea if possible! Translate a design into two colours - thinking about bold, 

basic shapes - something you know that you can confidently cut out with a 
knife. This evening is maybe not the right moment for demonstrating your 
incredible skills at intricate cutting but rather thinking about clean, strong and 
bold shapes. 

Here are some limited ideas:
https://pin.it/4yfec4yvpuv5da

I shall supply screens, squeegees, ink, newsprint for stencils and bags. 

The group size is limited to just 10 to enable each participant to be able to achieve a 
good result and have individual input from me! Please book in advance. 

There is an additional cost of £4 each to cover the extra materials supplied. This 
includes one cotton bag for each person. 

https://pin.it/4yfec4yvpuv5da

